
Foster a love of early learning
Prepare for kindergarten success with rich,  

cross-curricular learning experiences

Build a strong foundation for early literacy



Introducing World of Wonders 
Early childhood educators play a special role in children’s lives – they guide them onto 
the path of lifelong learning. World of Wonders provides the support and structure 
children need for early reading, while building cross-curricular knowledge, establishing 
classroom routines, and addressing the needs of all learners through differentiated 
instructional pathways.

Support Kindergarten Readiness
Introduce children to instruction that builds strong foundational skills for success in 
kindergarten with:

• A focus on letters, oral language, knowledge-building, and listening comprehension

• Development of social-emotional skills

• Math content that is developmental and recursive

• Integration of science, social studies, and music in every unit

Prepare young learners  
for kindergarten and beyond

You’ll find the transition to kindergarten easy with consistent instructional features, 
routines, and support. Careful attention has been paid to the overlap of skills in  
late-PreK and early-K.



Why World of Wonders?
World of Wonders addresses the flexible nature of the early childhood classroom while 
helping teachers make the most of their instructional time.

• Introduce key classroom routines and build content knowledge to develop skills 
and prepare children for kindergarten.

• Integrate your favorite materials into thoughtfully designed lesson structures. 

• Access robust digital resources, including digital flip charts, e-Books, videos, music, 
and “School to Home” letters in multiple languages.

• Easily organize and manage your classroom with a complete, organized 
instructional path divided into thematic units, with unit and weekly planners.

• Support the needs of your students through differentiated pathways for children 
ages 3 to 5, including English learners and children with special needs. 

Differentiated instruction is incorporated 
into daily and weekly lessons.

Weekly planners provide differentiated  
instructional pathways for all learners.
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For more information, visit mhreadingwonders.com/worldofwonders

Key Components
• Teacher’s Editions: Thematic units with weekly integrated 

lesson plans and professional resources ensure teachers are 
ready from day one.

• Literature: Classics and new stories, literary and informational 
text —you’ll find a rich library of beloved selections from popular 
authors and illustrators. 

• Read-Aloud Kit: Children will enjoy classic tales, multicultural 
stories, nursery rhymes, and more as they build background 
knowledge and overall literacy.

• Pattern Books and Little Readers: Each unit is accompanied by 
little books that provide scaffolded early reading support. 

• Social-Emotional Development: Weekly social-emotional big books, 
flip charts for on-the-spot teaching, and lessons from Mister 
Rogers bolster the skills children need to enter kindergarten. 

• Resources to support your instruction: Lesson preparation is  
easy, with planners, observational checklists, student 
consumables, reproducibles and activity pages for free-play, 
and more.

• Online resources: Access professional development materials, 
music and video via streaming or download, and key classroom 
routines, along with background research and other tools to 
support your classroom.

Built-in Professional Development
Comprehensive online professional development supports early childhood educators.

• The Quick-Start Course provides everything you need to get your 
classroom up and running in the first three weeks.

• The Implementation Modules deepens teachers’ knowledge of the 
program and helps them refine teaching practices.

• More than 50 embedded Coach Videos offer quick, point-of-use 
guidance on a variety of topics throughout the school year.

• Classroom Videos show instruction in a real-life setting, providing 
opportunities for modeling and practice.

• Administrator Support resources provide guidance for monitoring 
implementation, managing the technology, and interpreting data.


